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Abstract 
 

Title: 

Infrared Leaky-Wave Antenna Coupled Bolometer 

Author: 

Navaneeth Premkumar 

Major Advisor:  

Dr. Brian A. Lail 

 

A four-element infrared leaky-wave antenna coupled bolometer was investigated 

with the goal of characterizing signal extraction as a long wave infrared (LWIR) detector. 

Simulations were carried out using Ansys HFSS. Various simple loading techniques were 

seen and their behavior characterized. A transmission line loaded antenna coupled 

bolometer was investigated using an incident-wave excitation and angle of sensing 

inaccuracies were observed. A position pertaining to the design criterion of angular 

scanning in frequency was then parametrically tuned for. The leaky-wave antenna was then 

simulated in the transmitting scenario. A waveport fed case was explored and far-field 

pattern generated. Transmission line losses leading to inaccuracies in angle sensing were 

investigated for the transmitting case. Improvement in directivity was observed for larger 

number of patch elements in the leak-wave antenna array. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 

1.1 Motivation 

High-gain, low-profile antennas that can be easily integrated into the surfaces of 

vehicles or other platforms have been a major pursuit of antennas research. 

Metamaterials and artificial impedance surfaces spearhead this pursuit since they 

can conform to any surface area and produce a desired far-field pattern. In parallel, 

terahertz imaging is an emerging domain that benefits from many interesting 

features related to the THz spectrum. For example they can replace X-Ray imaging 

because they can penetrate deep into organic and polymeric materials without the 

ionizing effect of X-Rays. Planar leaky-wave antennas are excellent candidates for 

this purpose since they bring to the table the spatial resolution aspect of X-Ray 

imaging. They are quite easily excited by currents and can radiate highly 

directional power. They epitomize dispersion engineered materials and 

independent control over their phase and leakage constants is highly desired 

because it enables beam shaping and steering. 

A big limitation of terahertz imaging however is the lack of a reliable 

source or load. The performance of bolometric infrared detectors when coupled to 

antennas and waveguides pales in comparison to bolometer detectors due to the 

challenge to match their impedances and optimize the coupling efficiency. 

Coupling them however avails of the benefits of antennas such as beam steering or 
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angular sensing, beam shaping and the ability to increase gain which opens up 

avenues to cost-effective, lens-less coherent imaging. 

1.2 Introduction to Leaky-Wave Antennas 

Leaky-wave antennas are a class of traveling-wave antennas characterized by a 

wave propagating along a structure that is long compared with the wavelength. 

They are very similar to surface-wave antennas. Like most traveling-wave 

antennas, leaky-wave antennas are long in the propagating direction and possess a 

cross-section with dimensions on the order of the wavelength of operation.  

A characteristic feature of these antennas is that the electromagnetic field is excited 

by a wave which is incident in the interior or on the exterior of the guiding 

structure which produces currents that propagate along its longitudinal direction. 

When transmitting, the input traveling wave, often a fast wave, progresses along 

the guide and energy leaks out of the structure, so that only a negligible field is left 

at the end termination of the traveling-wave antenna [1]. Planar leaky-wave 

antennas designed using simple microstrip lines on a dielectric substrate layer and 

a ground plane behave similarly with the wave propagating along a transmission 

line and leaking when it encounters a discontinuity in the structure.  

Planar leaky-wave antennas can alternatively be classified under the category of 

Holographic-Surface Antennas. Holographic surfaces that provide specific far-field 

patterns in practical applications were considered in [2] with the introduction of 

artificial impedance surfaces. The merit of such surfaces lies in the geometrical 
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manipulation of the surface impedance which allows for a nearly independent 

control of phase and leakage constants [3]. The surface impedance used in the 

leaky-wave antenna design was designed using a Sinusoidally Modulated 

Reactance Surface (SMRS) [4]. This way of modulating the surface impedance is a 

well-established area of research and has been explored by Oliner & Hessel et al 

[5]. A SMRS refers to a surface whose modal surface impedance is modulated 

sinusoidally. The modal surface impedance is defined as the ratio of the tangential 

electric field to the tangential magnetic field of the surface wave guided by the 

reactance surface [6]. By modulating the wave impedance on a surface, the energy 

of a surface wave traveling on that surface can be radiated away in a desired 

direction, with the desired intensity and angle. The currents from the source 

propagate down the microstrip line and are scattered by the modulated surface 

impedance to produce the desired radiation pattern.  

Holographic-surface antennas [7] can be interpreted as tapered two-dimensional 

leaky-wave antennas, where a local modulation of the surface impedance leads to a 

transformation from a guided surface-wave to a radiative leaky wave. It was seen 

in [8] a holographic pattern which is created using the interference pattern between 

a plane wave and a cylindrical surface wave is the same as that obtained by locally 

applying the dispersion condition in the small perturbation regime to a locally 

tangent strip grating.  Planar leaky-wave antennas leak power from the travelling 

waves propagating along the antenna surface.  
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With holography, it is possible to create antennas with surface currents that 

produce gain toward angles that would otherwise be shadowed [7]. Novel 

properties exhibited by such antennas have also been extended to curved surfaces 

with simple printed metallic patterns on thin grounded dielectric substrates that 

allow surface currents to propagate around a solid object to radiate off into desired 

angles as explored by Sievenpiper et al [9] [3] [10] [7]. Holographic antennas are 

lightweight, have low profile, and research in the area of holographic antennas has 

validated their use as high gain antennas which may serve as possible alternatives 

to microstrip phased array, reflector, and lens technologies [9]. Early work on 

holographic inspired antenna structures [10] have been used to control surface 

waves excited by a microstrip patch antenna. As reported in [10] a periodic leaky 

wave is supported on the structure that radiates at broadside. This was achieved by 

introducing dual phase-shifting metallic dipoles scatterers with periodic spacing.  

The required impedance distribution for a desired radiation pattern can be realized 

with artificial impedance structures [11]. For a rectangular patched artificial 

surface on a grounded substrate, the effective surface impedance depends on the 

dimensions of the patches and the spacing between the metal patches, and both can 

be varied as a function of position to realize a specific surface impedance 

distribution in order to achieve the desired radiation/scattering characteristics [3]. 

High impedance values are obtained with a narrower gap, a higher dielectric 

constant and a thicker substrate. Other variables such as the average surface 

impedance and periodicity of the sinusoidally modulated impedance affect 
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propagation constant of the wave β and therefore control beam direction [12] , 

while the modulation depth controls the attenuation constant α, with larger values 

of attenuation resulting from higher depths of modulation and consequently 

broader antenna beam-widths [6]. Thus we are able to nearly independently control 

α and β. 

 

1.3 Thesis Contribution  

This thesis utilizes the initial design of a planar infrared leaky-wave surface [4] to 

design a planar rectangular series-fed leaky-wave antenna detector. It devises a 

method to detect such directional signals using the infrared leaky-wave antenna. 

The proposed scatterers used in this thesis are simple rectangular patches, 

connected in series to form a series fed array. The resulting structure incorporates 

the aforementioned holographic surface and artificial impedance metasurface 

qualities wherein it scans through the elevation angles with change in frequency. 

Lastly further steps are proposed to optimally detect a leaky-wave antenna signal 

and areas that need to be investigated in similar regard.  
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Chapter 2: Guided-Wave Theory 

 

2.1 Surface Waves 

Surface waves are waves that are bound to a surface, propagating along the length 

of the surface and decaying exponentially in amplitude (the perpendicular 

direction) [13]. They form at the interface between two materials (dielectric, metal, 

free space, etc.). Surface-wave antennas are a type of travelling wave antennas in 

which the phase velocity vp of an electromagnetic wave propagating along the 

antenna is less than the velocity of a plane wave propagating in free space; in 

addition the strength of the field in the direction normal to the antenna decreases 

exponentially. The delay-causing structure of the antenna can be made in the form 

of perturbing metallic features (ribbed, bumpy, corrugated or plane) fitted onto a 

dielectric layer. The major advantage of such an antenna is that it can be 

constructed in the form of an insert that barely projects (low profile) from the 

supporting surface. This is of great importance in installations on aircraft that 

depend on fuselage size and shape constraints in order to improve flight.  
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Figure 1: Surface-Wave Antenna 

 

Surface-wave antennas are usually designed to radiate in the end-fire direction and 

are designed according to the Hansen-Woodyard condition [5]. For high gains, the 

surface guided wave becomes loosely bound to the guiding surface and the antenna 

performance becomes sensitive to the irregularities in the structure. Modulating the 

surface impedance along the length of the antenna confines the guided wave and a 

variety of modulations including sinusoidal modulations, tapers, steps etc. have all 

been tested to produce a tightly-bound surface wave [5]. Oliner and Hessel saw 

that, for a sinusoidal modulation of a reactance surface, if the periodicity of the 

modulation along the direction of wave propagation is small enough, it affects the 

propagation wavenumber of the surface wave and introduces one or more stop 

bands. If the spacing of the modulation is larger than some critical value however, 

the modulated surface wave gives rise to one or more leaky waves which will 

radiate away from the surface at an angle and depending on the level of modulation 

some stop bands maybe introduced [5].  
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The solution they put forward in an effort to mathematically model the 

phenomenon, lies in viewing the geometry in terms of modes associated with 

propagation perpendicular to the surface these modes are quantized or discrete in 

nature and can be almost perfectly manipulated by controlling the periodicity of the 

modulation [5]. The impedance boundary conditions dictate that, apart from itself, 

each of these modes couples only to the next higher or lower modes. As mentioned 

in the definition of surface waves, the key is that the dominant mode and its spatial 

harmonics are slow waves in order to be in the bound mode. This condition is 

effectively maintained if the modulation period is kept small. When it is increased, 

one or more of the higher spatial harmonic modes may be unbound from the 

surface giving rise to a fast propagating wave [1]. This is further explained in the 

next section.  

 

2.2 Leaky-Wave Theory 

A Leaky-Wave antenna is modeled as a traveling wave antenna where the current 

propagates along a guiding structure as shown in figure 2. If perturbations are 

introduced along the structure for example: slits or apertures for waveguides, 

patches or stubs for microstrip lines etc., the traveling wave leaves the structure, 

radiating into free space. Thus in the ideal case, no energy reaches the end of the 

structure. In a practical scenario any energy that reaches the end is absorbed by a 

matching load. Typically leaky-wave antennas are designed such that at least 90% 
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of the power on the structure has leaked away before the traveling wave reaches 

the end of the antenna.  

 

Figure 2: Generic representation of a leaky-wave antenna and its radiation 

principle [14] 

 

Leaky-wave phenomenon is exhibited only with fast propagating waves. From the 

figure, the propagating wavenumber kp is given by 

 

                                                 𝑘𝑝 =  √𝑘0
2 −  𝑘𝑧

2
                                               (1) 

 

Where kz is the longitudinal wavenumber and k0 is the free space propagating 

wavenumber. Due to radiation kz is complex given by  

 

                                                    𝑘𝑧 = 𝛽 − 𝑗𝛼                                                       (2) 
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Where β and α are the phase and attenuation constants respectively. Assuming a 

standard free space wave equation for the above wave, the fields outside the 

leaking structure that describe the above figure are given by 

  

                                             𝜓(𝑟) = 𝜓0𝑒−𝑗(𝑘𝜌𝜌+𝛽𝑧)𝑒𝛼𝑧                                      (3) 

 

If β < kp i.e. if the phase velocity 𝑣𝑝 = 𝜔
𝛽⁄  is smaller than the free space velocity 

of light C then it is a slow wave and kp is imaginary. The wave decays 

exponentially in amplitude along the length of the structure and it is a bound wave. 

If however β > kp i.e. if the phase velocity 𝑣𝑝 > 𝐶 , it is a fast wave and kp is purely 

real and therefore radiates real power at an angle with the respect to the normal 

given by 

                                        𝜃0 = 𝑠𝑖𝑛−1 (
𝛽

𝑘0
) = 𝑠𝑖𝑛−1 (

𝑐𝛽

𝜔
)                                    (4) 

 

Since the above terms are all functions of angular frequency 𝜔 the angle varies 

with frequency and thus exhibits a frequency scanning behavior. The main beam-

width is  

                                                 ∆𝜃0 =
0.91

(𝑙
𝜆0

⁄ ) cos 𝜃0
                                                 (5) 
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From the above equation it can be seen that for large antenna lengths, high 

directivity can be achieved as  D = 4π Ae λ0
2⁄  . However the effect of increasing 

directivity is negligible if there is no power left near the end of the structure. In 

order to characterize this parameter, the attenuation/leakage constant is formulated 

as  

                                            𝛼(𝑧) =  
𝑒𝑟

𝐴2(𝑧)

2

∫ 𝐴2(𝑧)𝑑𝑧
𝑙

0 −𝑒𝑟 ∫ 𝐴2(𝑧)𝑑𝑧
𝑧

0

                                  (6) 

 

where 𝑒𝑟 = 1 − 𝑒−2𝛼𝑙 is the radiation efficiency. Therefore if α is small enough so 

that 1-e-2αl > 0 , the improvement of directivity is appreciable as length l increases.  

 

 

Figure 3: Scheme of the near field created by a forward radiating leaky wave in a 

quasi-uniform one dimensional Leaky-Wave Antenna [15] 
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Figure 4: Scheme of the near field created by a backward radiating leaky wave in 

a quasi-uniform one dimensional leaky-wave antenna [15] 

 

Leaky-wave antennas can be classified under Uniform, Periodic and Quasi-

Uniform structures based on the mode of propagation. Uniform leaky-wave 

antennas have invariant transverse cross-section along longitudinal axis. These 

antennas use a higher-order fast-wave mode for leaking. Their phase constant is 

always positive and non-zero β > 0 for all frequencies. Due to phase reversal, the 

wave can sometimes be a backward leaky-wave as in figure 4.    
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Figure 5: Quasi-TEM dominant mode in planar microstrip line on a dielectric 

substrate and metallic ground plane 

 

The fundamental mode for microstrip is a slow wave quasi TEM mode as shown in 

figure 5, usually annotated EH0 which normally does not radiate i.e. the fields 

produced by the fundamental EH0 mode do not decouple from the structure. It is 

only when the fundamental mode is blocked or restricted within the antenna that 

the microstrip transmission line can operate in a higher-order mode (specifically 

odd-numbered modes).  

Periodic leaky-wave antennas have a structure with a periodic modulation along 

the axis of propagation. Due to their periodicity, according to Bloch-Floquet 

theorem, they can support an infinite number of space harmonics as shown in 

figure 6. The fundamental space harmonic however is slow and bound. 

Immediately higher order spatial harmonics or modes such as n = -1 mode are used 

for radiation. Elevating the mode to the higher-order places it in the fast-wave 
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region of the dispersion diagram. It is in these odd numbered higher order modes 

that the fields are able to decouple from the surface and thus radiate from the 

structure.  

 

Figure 6: Brillouin Dispersion Diagram for a periodic structure showing radiation 

(fast-wave) region and bound modes (shaded regions) for slow wave space 

harmonics [14] [16] 

 

A higher-order mode in microstrip is not purely TE or TM but a hybrid 

combination of the two. As shown in figure 7, the first higher-order mode is 

sometimes termed as the EH1 mode. It has a phase reversal or null along the 

centerline allowing the fields to decouple and radiate. EH1 is a fast wave and has 

the potential to produce far field radiation. 
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Figure 7: Transverse field profile of a microstrip line in its (a) dominant EH0 

guiding mode and (b) Higher order EH1 leaky mode [17] 

 

Dominant mode in microstrip transmission lines is perturbed by a variety of 

methods including separating the strip by a uniform gap/slot/pins etc. or even 

periodically placed slots or patches. The EH1 mode on the microstrip transmission 

line is not a leaky wave mode. Instead the EH1 mode makes it possible for the 

microstrip structure to support a leaky wave. Leaky waves are not modes in the 

usual sense; in fact leaky waves are non-modal. Sometimes leaky waves are called 

improper or non-spectral because the forward leaky wave increases in the y-

direction vertically away from the guiding structure thereby seemingly in violation 

of the condition that the radiation vanishes at infinity. The strength of the leaking 

field increases exponentially to a distance ymax above the antenna given by 

                                                𝑦𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑦 tan 𝜃0                                             (7) 

and then quickly decay, i.e. the fields do not continue to increase indefinitely.  
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Figure 8: Scheme of a generic guiding one-dimensional uniform or quasi-uniform 

structure which supports a propagating a leaky wave [17] 

 

In this thesis, the type of leaky-wave antenna considered is conformal to a series-

fed array of rectangular patches interconnected via microstrip lines. The framework 

and initial study done in [4] is the basis of this thesis and in contrast to previously 

mentioned structures, it is a quasi-uniform leaky-wave surface and is designed for 

long-wave infrared (LWIR) Frequencies. Quasi-uniform leaky-wave surfaces are 

topologically akin to periodic leaky-wave surfaces and electromagnetically akin to 

uniform leaky-wave surfaces. They exhibit a periodic structure but their period is 

much smaller than the guided wavelength of the traveling wave. Also the dominant 

mode itself is a fast wave and in this case it is especially possible since the 

permittivity of gold is εr ~ -4000. Moreover the design in [4] is a composite right 
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left handed (CRLH) metamaterial, which unlike the generic quasi-uniform surface, 

is capable of full-space scanning [14] [18]. 

 

Chapter 3: Infrared Detectors 

3.1 Introduction to Infrared Detection 

Since the time it was heralded by Herschel’s thermometer experiment, Infrared 

radiation has been a topic of great intrigue and pursuit. From the crude liquid-filled 

glass thermometer to the modern multicolor FPA chips, IR detectors are constantly 

innovated and improved for better functionality and performance. IR detectors are 

broadly classified based on their detection mechanism as Photon Detectors and 

Thermal Detectors. Photon detectors absorb radiation within the material by 

quantum mechanical interaction of electrons and photons in the detector material. 

The observed signal is a result of the changed electronic energy distribution. 

Depending on how the electric or magnetic fields are developed, there are various 

modes such as photoconductive, photovoltaic, photoelectromagnetic and 

photoemissive detectors. Most common detectors are semiconductors, diodes or 

superconductors and in order to have a fast response and perfect SNR performance, 

they need to be cooled.  
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Figure 9: Photon Excitation Processes in semiconductors: (a) intrinsic absorption 

(b) extrinsic absorption (c) free carrier absorption [19] 

  

Seebeck’s thermocouple and Langley’s bolometer ushered in a new method of IR 

sensing namely thermal detection. Thermal detectors are mainly of three types: 

Bolometric, where temperature change produces a resistance change, 

Thermocouples, where temperature change produces a voltage and Pyroelectric, 

where the dielectric constant of the material is a sensitive function of temperature. 

Since then the two major types of IR detectors have been pitted against each other 

and sized up in performance and efficiency. Interest for IR detection has centered 

mainly on the wavelengths of middle wavelength IR (MWIR) i.e. 3-5µm and long 

wave IR (LWIR) i.e. 8-14µm where atmospheric transmission is the highest and 

emissivity is maximum for objects of wavelength λ = 10µm at 300K temperature 

[20].  
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Shown in figure 10 is a comparison of the D* values for difference IR detectors at 

the indicated temperatures versus the wavelength. D* or specific detectivity for a 

detector is a figure of merit used to characterize performance equal to the 

reciprocal of noise-equivalent power, normalized to the square root of the 

detector’s area and frequency bandwidth. Other parameters that are used as figures 

of merit are responsivity, noise equivalent power (NEP) and detectivity. 

Responsivity is the ratio of the root mean square (rms) value of the fundamental 

component of the electrical output signal of the detector to the rms value of the 

fundamental component of the input radiation power.  

Figure 10: Operating Ranges for various IR Detectors [20] 
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                                                  𝑅𝑣(𝜆, 𝑓) =
𝑉𝑠

𝛷𝑒(𝜆)∇𝜆
                                        (8) 

 

where 𝑉𝑠 is the signal voltage due to 𝛷𝑒, 𝛷𝑒(𝜆) is the spectral radiant incident 

power (W/m). NEP is the incident power on the detector generating a signal output 

equal to the rms noise output. In other words it is the signal level that produces a 

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 1. The reciprocal of NEP is detectivity.  

 

                                         𝑁𝐸𝑃 =  
𝑉𝑛

𝑅𝑣
=  

1

𝐷
     [W/Hz

1
2⁄ ]                              (9) 

 

Thermal detectors are unique because unlike photon detectors which need cooling 

in order to ensure fast response, they can be uncooled detectors. Also unlike 

photon detectors which absorb radiation only to have it interact with the material 

lattice itself, in thermal detectors, the properties are mostly surface properties 

which means that they do not change rapidly with wavelength. Therefore thermal 

detectors have very flat-wide spectral response and are viable detectors in the 

visible region as well.  
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3.2 Antenna Coupled Bolometers 

For the purpose of this thesis, the detector used is a metal bolometer. Metal 

bolometers have much lower impedances than quantum mechanical diodes or 

photon conductive semiconductors. Although both bolometers as well as diodes 

mean fabricating sub-200nm length structures which often necessitates E-Beam 

Lithography (EBL), low-profile, layer-by-layer type designs developed for Printed 

Circuit Boards (PCB) can be implemented [21]. In comparison to bolometers 

however, the presence of the oxide/insulator layer greatly complicates device 

fabrication and the simple metal bolometer is preferred.  

Bolometers are resistive elements made from materials with a temperature 

coefficient of resistance (TCR), a property of materials that produces a change in 

Figure 11: Relative spectral response for photon versus 

thermal detectors [20]  
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resistance in the material when there’s a temperature change i.e. when they absorb 

radiation. Reducing the size of the bolometer increases sensitivity and speed of 

detection, because smaller amounts of absorbed energy result in a high rise in 

temperature. This serves as a way to reduce the incident energy collection area on 

the bolometer so that most of the coupling energy/power is funneled in by a 

resonating structure [22].  

As mentioned earlier, the primary difference between different types of thermal 

detectors is the means used to read out the temperature excursions in the radiation 

absorber. Bolometers are essentially electrical resistance thermometers and their 

popularity lies in the fact that the temperature dependence of the resistivity of 

materials can be very large and is widely studied [23]. This dependence is 

characterized by the temperature coefficient of resistance 𝛼𝑇 of the material given 

by  

                                             𝛼𝑇 =  
1

𝑅

𝑑𝑅

𝑑𝑇
                                               (10) 

Nickel is a good candidate albeit not the ideal one. Small sensor sizes of nickel can 

produce a sufficiently large rise in resistance which can then be read out as a 

voltage change when biasing the antenna structure between the patch and ground 

plane.  

Bolometer sensor dimensions are much smaller than the wavelength of operation 

and therefore an antenna is required to couple power into it. Coupling power into 
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sensors of small thermal mass yields large changes in temperature and 

consequently high responsivity [24]. Also antenna-coupled thermal sensors capture 

direction, polarization and spectral data from a signal, which is otherwise not 

discernable with a single sensor element [25]. Planar antenna designs are common 

since they are straightforward to fabricate, which is a useful advantage in this 

thesis. Typically, the incident power excites currents in the antenna which pass 

through the bolometer located somewhere in or on the structure thus increasing its 

temperature and consequently its resistance. The bolometer is biased and 

subsequent voltage changes are recorded to produce a signal output. 

Incident IR radiation also causes heating of the substrate and antenna, which, along 

with the ambient temperature may contribute towards the heat sensed by the 

material and thus contribute to the measured response in the microbolometer. 

Moreover the TCR of nickel (~0.006 /oC) is comparable to that of IR gold 

(~0.0034 /oC), and thermal conductivity of zinc sulfide substrate is 27 Wm-1K-1, 

nickel 90 Wm-1K-1 and gold 315 Wm-1K-1. Decreasing the thermal conductivity of 

the substrate allows the detector to heat up more and matching the gold leaky-wave 

antenna to the nickel microbolometer would also perfectly couple the received 

signal into the load [25]. If they are not matched, a portion of the antenna currents 

will be reflected at the bolometer back into the antenna and this may lead to 

multiple reflections and consequently multiple constructive and destructive 

interferences.  
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Apart from the magnitude response of the wave, an important result is angle-of-

incidence sensing. The microstrip leaky-wave antenna displays a frequency 

scanning behavior as explained in the previous section (equation 5). Therefore 

power incident at a certain angle θ from the normal to the structure for a given 

frequency will cause maximum coupling and ideally produce a peak at the load. 

However due to the multiple reflections caused by mismatch, this might offset the 

angle thus reducing sensing accuracy.  

Several factors need to be considered when loading the antenna with the 

bolometer. Placing it in the middle of the antenna might disrupt the sinusoidally 

modulated impedance of the antenna and might not produce the right output in the 

bolometer. Several options have been considered when loading a thermal detector 

onto a planar antenna [26] [27] [25] [22]. The most popular idea seems to be 

loading the bolometer onto a transmission line that is connected to the end of the 

patch array. This however introduces the problem of loss along the transmission 

line which might lead to a different angle measurement. Optimizing the position of 

the bolometer on the line is thus a suitable solution and frequency scanning 

behavior observed at the optimized location is proof that the leaky-wave signal is 

captured. 
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Chapter 4: Bolometric Detection 

 

4.1 Receiving Antenna Setup 

A Unit Cell of the leaky-wave surface developed in [4] was applied as a planar 

linear antenna array seen in figure 12. The unit cell was duplicated along its 

longitudinal axis to produce a four element array with the individual patch 

dimensions kept the same as in the initial unit cell design. The number four was 

chosen to simulate finite periodic structure which is easy on the HFSS solving 

engine as it is a less complex mesh. Any number less than four is too few to 

demonstrate leaky-wave behavior efficiently. Substrate height is an important 

factor in designing the operation of a surface wave antenna. Bounded on the 

bottom by a gold ground plane and gold patch structure on the top, its height is also 

kept the same while the substrate length is easily extended to include the four 

patches. The model set up was driven modal in ANSYS HFSS; The material 

properties used in the simulation were the frequency dependent electric 

permittivity, conductivity and dielectric loss tangent values of IR Nickel, IR Gold 

and IR Zinc Sulfide obtained from spectroscopic ellipsometry (IR-VASE, J.A. 

Woollam)  [29]. 
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Figure 12: Basic Setup of Planar Infrared Leaky-Wave Antenna Array 

 

Dimension Patch Stub/Tx. 

Line 

Bolometer Substrate 

Length 2.157µm 0.7965µm 100nm 15µm 

Width 2.6µm 0.65µm 0.65µm 4.3625µm 

Thickness 75nm 75nm 75nm 75nm 

Material* Gold Gold Nickel Zinc 

Sulfide 

Table 1: Dimensions of the Leaky-Wave Antenna designed in [4].  

*Material properties are given in the Appendix 
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The antenna was loaded with a nickel bolometer which acted as an energy 

absorber. Incident power on the structure coupled into the antenna producing 

currents that propagate along the antenna into the piece of nickel at the end. The 

power dissipated in the nickel bolometer is characterized by the term ‘Volume 

Loss Density’. It is physically described as the volumetric loss of power in a 

material, which HFSS calculates by solving the fields/currents inside a material. 

Mathematically it is described by the equation 

                  𝑃𝑣 =  
1

2
𝑅𝑒(�̃� ∙ 𝐽 + 𝑗𝜔�̃� ∙ 𝐻) =  

1

2
𝑅𝑒(�̃� ∙ 𝐽 + ∇ × �̃� ∙ 𝐻)             (11) 

where �̃� is the electric field intensity,  𝐽 is the conjugate of the volumetric current 

density, �̃� is the magnetic flux density and �̃� is the conjugate of the magnetic field 

intensity. The unit of volume loss density is Watts/meter3 and when integrated over 

the volume of the nickel bolometer, it gives the power absorbed by the bolometer. 

Equivalently it may also be assumed by the dissipated real power given by  

                                             𝑃𝐷 =  
1

2
∭ 𝜎𝑁𝑖|𝐸|2𝑑𝑣

𝑉𝑏
                                     (12) 

where 𝑉𝑏 is the volume of the bolometer, 𝜎𝑁𝑖 is the conductivity of nickel and 𝐸 is 

the electric field intensity measured inside the nickel volume. The power is real 

and the assumption is based on the fact that other real components are negligible 

when compared to real dissipated power. 

The objective is to determine the power absorbed in the nickel load at various 

angles of incidence to determine peak power. For the given design frequency 
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28.3THz, the peak should occur at around -30o (backward angle). The incident 

signal is then varied in frequency from 20THz to 40THz and different power plots 

are obtained. The angles at which the peaks of these plot occur should concur with 

the design in [4] producing a backward angular scan from 25THz to a broadside 

peak at 33THz and then a gradual shift to forward radiation till 40THz. This 

confirms that the signal absorbed by the Nickel bolometer is indeed the leaky-wave 

signal. 

 

Figure 13: Leaky-Wave Surface frequency scanning behavior as designed in [4] 

 

Figure 14: Leaky-Wave Surface Unit Cell Designed in [4] 
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To observe this angular scanning, an incident plane wave sweep is assigned in the 

model and the entire structure is encased in a vacuum medium with incident wave 

boundary on the top face, radiation boundaries on the medium’s transverse faces 

while its longitudinal faces are bounded by Perfect Matched Layers (PMLs). Both 

radiation boundaries and PMLs are artificial numerical boundaries in 

computational domain that eliminate or minimize spurious reflections at interfaces 

between materials of different nature during simulations of wave propagation. 

PMLs are however more appropriate in the current scenario because while 

radiation boundaries only absorb free radiation, PMLs can also absorb a continuous 

guided wave from lossy anisotropic material. Also while radiation boundaries need 

to be defined λ/4 distance away from the radiating structure, PMLs can be defined 

right at the interface of the radiating structure and air. The incident plane wave is 

defined using its k (propagation wave vector) and Eo (Electric Field Vector) 

directions and it uniformly illuminates the structure.  

 

Figure 15: Computational setup in HFSS using Incident Plane Wave Excitation 
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4.2 Antenna Loaded with Bolometer 

The antenna array is first center loaded with the nickel bolometer by inserting it in 

the middle of the structure. The length of the bolometer chosen 100nm or 0.1µm. 

The width (0.65µm) and height (75nm) are maintained similar to those of the 

transmission line in order to match the coupling surface area. The simulation is run 

and the dissipated power is plotted against incident wave angle θ. 

 

 

Figure 16: Simulation setup for center loaded antenna coupled bolometer 

 

The peak power occurs at broadside in figure 17. As mentioned earlier in chapter 2, 

since the leaky-wave signal received is a backward propagating wave, a weak 

signal couples into the bolometer from the patches ahead of it while the patches 
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behind it conduct the currents away from it. The bolometer in the middle represents 

symmetry of what is essentially a center-fed array scenario, resulting in broadside 

radiation.  

 

 

Figure 17: Power dissipated in center loaded bolometer versus the Incident Angle 

 

 

The leaky-wave antenna is then loaded with the nickel bolometer at one end of the 

array as shown in figure 18. PML boundaries are recalculated and reapplied.  
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Figure 18: Bolometer loaded at the end of the Leaky-Wave Antenna 

 

As seen in figure 19 a peak in power is recorded at -28o. The result is roughly 

consistent with [4]. Any deviations are caused by reflections due to impedance 

mismatch at the antenna-bolometer interface. Multiple reflections at the interface 

tend to result in constructive and destructive interferences which leads to an 

angular shift in peak power.  
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Figure 19: Power versus Incident Angle for a bolometer loaded at one end of the 

Leaky-Wave Antenna Array 

 

 

An alternate method to directly load the antenna is by completely immersing the 

bolometer into the substrate such that it sits in the region of highest field. This 

method is especially useful since the antenna can be biased across the gold patch 

and ground plane by gold DC lead-lines that are connected to bond-pads that are 

used for reading out the response of the devices [25].  
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Figure 20: Substrate Embedded Antenna Coupled Bolometer Note: The PMLs have 

been hidden from view so as to show the substrate embedded bolometer 

 

Figure 22 shows peak power angle at 18o with the magnitude of dissipated power 

being higher than the magnitude observed in figure 18. The antenna-bolometer 

interface is still mismatched and produces several reflections.  
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Figure 21: Power plot for Substrate Embedded Bolometer case 

                    

4.3 Transmission Line Loaded Antenna-Coupled Bolometer 

Next a transmission loading is considered. In figure 18 where the bolometer was 

located to the side, the bolometer was positioned in a gap formed by the leaky-

wave antenna and a microstripline that extended down the structure and terminated 

at a PML Sweeping the location of the bolometer along this small length of gold in 

increments of 100nm reveals a constant attenuation along the line and as it 

progresses away from the antenna, the losses in the line gradually shifting the angle 

away from the initial peak angle. 
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Figure 22: Power plot with bolometer position incremented in 100nm steps 

 

 

Figure 23: Transmission line loaded Antenna-Coupled Bolometer. Note: The 

PMLs have been hidden from view so as to accommodate the large setup 
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A further extension of L (µm) is added (on either side for geometrical symmetry 

while modelling the design) for a transmission line length of 20µm. The bolometer 

location is now swept along the length of the transmission line shown in figure 24.  

 

Figure 24: Optimetric Sweep of Bolometer Position along Transmission Line 

Extension 

 

It can be seen in figure 25 that for the operational frequency 28.3THz multiple 

peak angles are obtained as the bolometer is moved down the transmission line. 

Losses along the line coupled with reflections due to impedance mismatch at the 

antenna-bolometer interface result in varied magnitudes and angles.  Fine tuning of 
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this location sweep gives us the exact location at which the -30o peak angle is 

obtained for 28.3THz.  

 

Figure 25: Fine Tuning of Bolometer Position 

   

 

In figure 26 the point at which maximum power is obtained at -30o is found to be 

7.21µm away from the antenna. At this location the incident plane wave is then 

swept in frequency and the power collected in the bolometer is plotted versus angle 

of incidence for each frequency. 
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Figure 26: Frequency Scanning Behavior for Transmission Line Loaded Leaky-

Wave Antenna Coupled Bolometer for a Bolometer Position of 7.21µm away from 

the antenna 

 

The angular scanning property is observed similar to [4] from 25THz to 40THz. 

Consistent with figure 13,  backward incident waves are detected for frequencies 

25THz to 32THz, a broadside power peak is observed at 33THz and forward 

radiation is observed as we go higher in frequency as shown in figure 27. 
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4.4 Conclusion 

 

The leaky-wave antenna can now be loaded with a nickel bolometer placed on a 

transmission line connected to the antenna. A -30o angular peak was observed in 

the power plot at 7.21µm away from the antenna. This position is considered the 

optimal position at which the antenna can be loaded with the bolometer because, 

consistent with [4], the frequency scanning behavior held true for the same position 

which confirms a leaky-wave signal. The shift in peak angle as the bolometer is 

moved along the transmission line occurs due to a combination of transmission line 

losses as well as the impedance mismatch and excessive reflections at the gold-

nickel interface. As a result fluctuation of received magnitude of power was 

observed. The extent to which transmission line losses affect the peak angle was 

further investigated in the following section.   
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Chapter 5: Leaky-Wave Radiation 

 

The unit cell designed in [4] was considered for design in which the dimensions 

were calculated to leak at -30o from the normal to the antenna in the ϕ = 90o plane 

at a wavelength of 10.6μm. Leaky characteristics were observed when the leaky-

wave surface was extended to a linear one dimensional array of 3 patches. It was 

when 3 or 4 patches were used that a distinct beam steering behavior was 

demonstrated and a backward leaking wave at 28.3THz at an angle of -30o was 

observed.  

5.1 Transmitting Antenna Setup 

The objective was to feed the antenna from one end and sample the radiated far-

field power at various angles of incidence to determine a field pattern. For the 

given design frequency 28.3THz, the peak should occur at around -30o (backward 

angle) [4] (see figure 13). The incident signal was varied in frequency from 20THz 

to 40THz and different directivity patterns were obtained. The angles at which the 

peak of these beams occurred were consistent with the design in [4] producing a 

backward angular scan from 25THz to a broadside peak at 33THz and then a 

gradual shift to forward radiation till 40THz.  

In transmitting mode, the excitation used was a waveport. Waveports represent an 

external surface through which a signal enters or exits the geometry. They are 

commonly used when modeling strip lines and other waveguide structures. HFSS 
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assumes that each waveport you define is connected to a semi-infinitely long 

waveguide that has the same cross-section and material properties as the port. 

When solving for the scatter parameters, HFSS assumes that the structure is 

excited by the natural field patterns (modes) associated with these cross-sections. 

The 2D field solutions generated for each wave port serve as boundary conditions 

at those ports for the 3D problem. The final field solution computed must match 

the 2D field pattern at each port. 

 

Figure 27: Waveport Excitation for Leaky-Wave Antenna Radiation Setup 

 

HFSS generates a solution by exciting each waveport individually. Each mode 

incident on a port contains one watt of time-averaged power. Port 1 is excited by a 

signal of one watt, and the other ports are set to zero watts. After a solution is 
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generated, port 2 is set to one watt, and the other ports to zero watts and so forth. 

As per the guidelines of Waveport assignment on microstrip lines for modal 

solutions, the face assigned as the waveport needs to be eight times as high as the 

substrate/standoff height and the width must be ten times as wide as the microstrip 

width so as to capture the fringing fields. The waveport can be setup to support any 

number of modes using the integration line shown in figure. In the current model 

the radiating TM mode of the leaky-wave antenna is seen in figure 29.  

 

 

Figure 28: Leaky TM mode in waveport Port Fields 
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5.2 Waveport Simulation 

                        

Figure 29: 3D Polar Plot of Leaky-Wave far-field Pattern 

 

Figure 30 shows the far-field 3D polar E-field pattern. The pattern is obtained by 

setting up an infinite sphere using the radiation boundaries as reference. A 2D 

directivity plot is generated in the YZ plane or ϕ = 90o plane and XZ plane i.e. ϕ = 

0o as seen in figure 31. 
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Figure 30: (a) E-Field Directivity in XZ (ϕ = 0o) plane (b) E-Field directivity in YZ 

(ϕ = 90o) plane 

 

The signal fed through the waveport was then swept in frequency and the 2D 

radiation pattern in the Φ = 90o was studied. 

 

(a) (b) 
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Figure 31: Frequency Scanning of Leaky-Wave with -30o radiation at 28.3THz and 

0o (broadside) radiation at ~33THz 

 

A clear cut frequency scanning behavior was noted. The leaky-wave antenna 

transmits a 28.3THz signal at -30o, 33THz signal at broadside and the rest of the 

frequencies scan through the far-field space as designed.  

The antenna was then extended to 6 patches, 8 patches and so forth and the 

directivity is noted. The leaky-wave antenna appears to follows array principle in 

that the radiated beam directivity increases as the number of patches increases. 
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However the improvement in directivity diminishes in significance as the number 

of patches is increased beyond ~10. This is because the effective operational area 

of the antenna is limited to a certain number of patches beyond which the power 

has completely leaked away from the traveling wave structure. The operational 

area is determined by the leakage constant as mentioned before and described by 

the 1-e-2αl > 0 relation from equation 6. 

 

                                     

Figure 32: Surface Fields on waveport fed Leaky-Antenna 
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Number 

of 

Patches 

Maximum Far-

Field Directivity 

Beamwidth 

[deg] 

Setup 

4 6.37 29 

 

6 6.9 26 

 

8 6.9 22.18 

 

10 7.5 19.79 

 

Table 2: Directivity Improvement with Increasing Number of Patches *Note: 

Waveport Input Power is 1W 
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5.3 Transmission Line Extended Antenna 

As observed in the previous section, the transmission line loaded model produced 

losses along the line which contributed toward a shift in the observed peak power 

angle and this may happen either due a constructive interference leading to an 

increase in the magnitude of the power observed or destructively leading to a 

decrease in the magnitude.  

                                  

 

Figure 33: Waveport excitation model with microstrip extensions 

 

To test this scenario, assuming reciprocity i.e. a signal from a Waveport fed 

transmission line into the leaky-wave antenna undergoes the same coupling as an 

incident wave signal that has coupled into the antenna and then into the 
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transmission line, a transmission line was added to the ends of the leaky-wave 

antenna and the far-field signal was determined for varying lengths of transmission 

line as seen in figure 33.   

 

 

Figure 34: Electric Field Distribution on the Stripline Loaded Leaky-Wave 

Antenna 

 

Figure 34 shows the fields on the structure and figure 35 is a 2D radiation pattern 

for the leaked wave at 28.3THz for various lengths of transmission lines added to 

either end of the antenna. 
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Figure 35: 2D Radiation Pattern for waveport excitation with different lengths of 

transmission line 

 

The far-field pattern for a 28.3THz wave appears to radiate at a constant -30o for 

increasing lengths of the transmission line. However when the waveport feed point 

was beyond 11µm away from the antenna, the far-field beam underwent a shift in 

angle as seen in figure 35. Figure 36 is a linear plot for increasing lengths of 

transmission line showing a constant -30o radiation angle, while figure 37 shows 

shifted radiation angles. 
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Figure 36: Rectangular Plot of Microstrip Length Parametric Sweep Lengths 1 to 

11µm 

       

Figure 37: Rectangular Plot of Microstrip Length Parametric Sweep Lengths 12 to 

20µm 
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5.4 Conclusion 

A transmitting leaky-wave antenna array was studied. A far-field pattern at -30o 

was observed in the transmitting model. Frequency scanning behavior was 

observed in the far-field as radiated beam scans backward to forward, through the 

broadside angle which confirms that the radiated wave is a leaky-wave in 

concurrence with figure 13. The antenna is then expanded to 6, 8 and 10 element 

arrays and a significant improvement in directivity is observed. The extent to 

which transmission line losses alone affect the peak angle is investigated. Beam 

distortion due to attenuation losses along the microstrip lines is minimal for line 

lengths up to 11µm. Beyond 11µm the losses result in beam-shape distortions 

which result in maximum gain at different angles in the far-field.  
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Chapter 6: Conclusion 

 

6.1 Summary of Results 

A leaky-wave antenna array was simulated in both transmitting and receiving 

mode. It was excited by an incident plane wave in the receiving mode and by a 

longitudinally fed waveport excitation in the transmitting case. In the receiving 

case, the antenna was loaded with a nickel bolometer and the power dissipated in 

the bolometer was measured. The antenna followed a frequency scanning regime 

prescribed by [4] shown in figure 13. The angle of incidence corresponding to peak 

power was seen to shift as the distance between the bolometer, loaded on a 

transmission line, and the antenna changed. This was due to a combination of line 

losses as well as reflections at the antenna-bolometer interface caused by 

impedance mismatch. The position at which the peak power occurs at -30o at 

28.3THz was optimetrically tuned for and found to be 7.21µm. The designed 

frequency scanning regime held for this location. Far-field radiation pattern of the 

leaky-wave antenna was observed in the transmitting case and frequency scanning 

was also observed. Increasing the number of patches increased directivity up to 10 

patches beyond which the improvement in directivity was negligible. Transmission 

line extensions on the antenna verify that the angular sensing shifts due to line 

losses are dominant after 11µm line lengths. 
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Appendix 

         Given below are the material properties found in (IR-VASE, J.A. Woollam)  

          [29]    

 

Figure 38: Relative Permittivity of Gold vs frequency 
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Figure 39: Electric Conductivity of Gold vs frequency 

 

Figure 40: Dielectric Loss Tangent of Gold vs frequency 
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Figure 41: Relative Permittivity of Nickel vs frequency 

 

 

 

 

Figure 42: Electric Conductivity of Nickel vs frequency 
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Figure 43: Dielectric Loss Tangent of Nickel vs frequency 

 

 

 

Figure 44: Relative Permittivity of ZnS vs frequency 
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Figure 45: Dielectric Loss Tangent of ZnS vs frequency 


